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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to examine original survey results as they pertain to the
creation, flexibility, and fragility of Premier League football fan identities. Contrasting survey
results of Twitter fans with the immediate online reaction to the announcement of the European
Super League, this study gives a fan-oriented perspective on the relationship between loyalty,
success, and the increasing hyper-capitalization of the sport. Would fans sacrifice sporting success
for a return to the community values that attached them initially to the club? At what point would
they draw that line?
RESUMEN
El propósito de este estudio es examinar los resultados de una encuesta original para
observar a los sentimientos identitarios de los fanáticos del fútbol de la Liga Premier Inglesa.
Usando a esta encuesta de fanáticos en Twitter como contraste a la reacción inmediata del anuncio
de la Súper Liga Europea, éste estudio pretende dar la perspectiva del fanático sobre las relaciones
entre la lealtad, el éxito deportivo, y la híper-capitalización del deporte. ¿Sacrificarían los fanáticos
el éxito deportivo por la oportunidad de regresar a los valores comunitarios que los apegaron
inicialmente a sus clubes? ¿En qué punto trazarían la línea en la arena y dirían ‘alto’?
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“El cuarenta por ciento de los jóvenes ya no está interesado en el fútbol.” In a forty-minute
special on el Chiringuito de Jugones — Spain’s infamously casual sports talk show — the president
of arguably the world’s biggest football club, Real Madrid C.F., boldly claimed that the reason
why his and the other eleven biggest clubs in the world were breaking off and creating their own,
exclusive league, was that “young people aren’t interested in football anymore.”1 It is a disputable
claim for one2, but even if it were not, the outcry would not have been much different: from
journalists calling him delusional, or former club presidents claiming “he’s in his own world,” to
fans swearing they would leave the club of their lives for a smaller club, it is hard to see how Real
Madrid president Florentino Pérez could be anything but out-of-touch when he talked about
“saving football.”
The reality is that for fans, journalists, and even players, billionaire club owners like Pérez
–– a man fans frequently compare to popular supervillains like Thanos or Darth Sidious — have a
very detached understanding of what fans want out of their clubs. As the sport grows exponentially
more profitable with major foreign sponsors taking interest, a club president with an operating
income of 715 million euros in 2020 may not look further than trophies and big-name players to
appease fans.3 After all, that’s what sells shirts — isn’t it?

1

“Florentino Perez El Chiringuito,” YouTube video, “Reis Resenha,” April 19, 2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6pLxgXvsA4.
2

EFE Efe, “Desde LaLiga Contradicen a Florentino Pérez: ‘Los Jóvenes Nos Ven De Forma
Diferente, Pero No Nos Ven Menos,’” ESPN Deportes (ESPN Internet Ventures, April 23,
2021).
3

Real Madrid, ed. Management Report & Financial Statements. Madrid, Spain: Real Madrid,
2020, 9.
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But shirts can be burned, say fans like Twitter user @TFI_Fleetzy: “I love my club, I love the
players, I live for the rivalries, but as god is my witness, I’ll burn every United shirt I have if this
super league goes ahead!”4 This paper will attempt to make sense of the identity crisis that arises
in passionate fans who feel like their sport, and more importantly their club, has been “robbed”
from them by the hyper-capitalistic sports market. Some of these crises are more obvious than
others: fans of clubs with deeply local histories and mythologies (like Liverpool Football Club)
must contend with the fact that any success will bring more national and global attention. Fans
whose club has always had a financial and sporting “underdog” story, like Manchester City
Football Club, have seen the success they were so desperately craving come with an overnight
financial advantage relative to their historically wealthy rivals and the rest of the league. Others,
not so much: foreign fans, for example, have attached themselves to these perceived local or
austere identities, when their participation in the club’s fanbase depends on globalization; these
fans also consistently navigate racism and nationalism within their chosen footballing
communities. Because each fan’s emotional tie to a club is so personal, they often perform
significant mental gymnastics to keep supporting a club that strays further and further away from
the fanbase’s values. At what point do fans like these begin to draw the line?

In this study, I will explore the various factors that contribute to fan identity-building and
how they have been put into tension via an original survey of football fans that participate
frequently in fan communities on Twitter. The survey revealed interesting things, such as

4

Fleetzy (@TFI_Fleetzy), Twitter Post, 20 April 2021,
https://twitter.com/TFI_Fleetzy/status/1384495698083733506.
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Liverpool fan’s proclivities for choosing the community over sporting success when asked to
decide, or the unexpected way in which the era in which Manchester City fans started supporting
the club affects their political views towards the clubs’ owners. I will also explore the relationship
between sporting success and fan loyalty by comparing the data I have gathered with the immediate
online reaction of the announcement of the European Super League. By comparing the pre-ESL
survey with the subsequent Twitter outcry, this paper suggests that success, money, and big-name
players are not enough to make fandoms or even keep them; there is always a line of betrayal that
can be crossed, even if it is highly personal.

I. Football: The “People’s Sport” Run by Billionaires
Football, a sport watched by billions of people all over the world, has always benefited
from the certain populistic charm that comes about by foundational stories of factory men getting
together after work to form a club, or young Brazilian boys playing without shoes. The reality is
far from the enchanting rags-to-riches stories, especially as the sport has grown to host Massive
Sporting Events (MSE’s) such as the FIFA World Cup and various international association
football tournaments, which get billions of views and bring in even more in revenue. And now,
the announcement of an exclusive European Super Cup, which would search for the “fans of the
future,” and leave behind the “legacy fans” that made those clubs great in the first place. This
fundamental realignment of the sport was dropped onto fans, journalists and even players without
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warning. 5 The owners and presidents of those 12 historic clubs essentially said to their loyal
fanbases that the sport had outgrown them.
As the popularity of the sport has kept growing, so too has the demand for talent, and the
necessity for any serious club to have access to hundreds of millions at the drop of a hat in order
to obtain such talent. In 2017, the gross amounts of money some clubs now have over others
became noticeable when French club Paris Saint-Germain bought Brazilian player Neymar for 263
million dollars, on a 5-year contract worth approximately 350 million. This is a staggering amount
only a few people in the world can afford to make on a regular basis, and PSG are only able to do
such a thing because they were acquired in 2011 by Qatar Sports Investments.
Qatar Sports Investments (ruler of Qatar Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani’s group) joined
Roman Abramovich — a Russian oligarch encouraged by the Putin administration into buying
Chelsea Football Club in 2003 — in achieving a coup in the sport: overnight, their clubs were
suddenly unbeatable in their respective leagues, and began to grow internationally as new fans
would buy into the success and glamour of the clubs. These were multi-billion-dollar investments,
achieved virtually overnight, and were distinct attempts at a sort of soft-power influence. Abu
Dhabi United Group then acquired Manchester City, Chinese group Fosun International acquired
Wolverhampton Wanderers, and the Emirates Group continued to push their influence by
acquiring a record-breaking sponsorship deal with historic clubs like A.C. Milan, Arsenal, Roma,
of course, Real Madrid.

5

Joe Williams, “ESL Clubs Focused on 'Fans of the Future' over 'Legacy Fans',”
Football365, 19 April 2021.
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But many of these clubs existed long before superstar players like Neymar, or Messi or
Ronaldo, and certainly long before stadiums were named after Middle Eastern investment groups.
These clubs have rich histories and myths, and fans willing to ‘take a bullet’ for them, like
Liverpool Football Club and Manchester City. Outside the buzzing atmosphere of Anfield
Stadium, the City of Liverpool is known for not much else but being the birthplace of The Beatles.
Take a train for 51 minutes, and the City of Manchester offers a similar selection: an industrial
city, with little cultural offering besides its two football clubs, Manchester United and Manchester
City. These two cities live and breathe their footy: their shops, their tourism, their streets, and their
buildings all include references to famous players or managers, like Sir Kenny Dalglish or Sir Alex
Ferguson.
Predictably, concern about the integrity of the sport grows among resident supporters of
these clubs. As one young fan puts it in his heavy, scouse6 accent: “it’s the sign of the times, innit?
Liverpool’s like a tourist club now [and Manchester United] is like a library [...] ev’rythin’s so
sanitized [...] so corporate.”7 He chooses to complain about “the sport” and “the atmosphere” and
his club (Liverpool Football Club) despite the skyrocketing success of the club under new
management. Since Fenway Sports Group –– a United States-based company that also owns the
Boston Red Sox –– bought Liverpool Football Club for 329 million pounds in 2010, the club has
transitioned from a fallen-from-grace laughingstock to recent Champions League and Premier

6

A Scouser is a person from Liverpool-Merseyside; the term is often used both as a national
identifier (to purposefully separate from “English) or as a derogatory term from people outside
Merseyside.
7

“Liverpool v Southampton 0-1 | ‘Liverpool Is Like A Tourist Club!’ | LFC Fan Cam,”
YouTube video, “The Redmen TV,” 2017.
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League champions; the anguished success was enjoyed by many, who for 30 years went without
silverware in England’s topflight.
For many, however, the newly enjoyed success comes with a dreadful sense of loss: sure,
the club is winning, but at what cost? Is winning enough of a balm for the pain of losing the club’s
“working class” identity? Are shiny new players enough to forgive the skyrocketing ticket prices,
and the loss of the atmosphere? It’s not only Liverpool fans who feel this way; their nearest rivals
(in competition), Manchester City, have arguably only been as successful as they have been in the
last 12 years because of a multi-million-dollar acquisition by Abu Dhabi United Group –– an
investment vehicle for Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed al-Nahyan, prince of Abu Dhabi. This
investment-driven leap to success has many wondering if it is worth it to win as they have, after
years of enduring their hometown rivals stomp all over them, if foreign sports fans flock in droves
and buy out the stadium, all the while not knowing what team they are watching.
So how do fans who feel that their club is moving further away from them, and closer to
incomprehensible amounts of money and tourism, contend with those feelings? Would they,
unthinkably, choose to sacrifice winning for a return to some mythical past for their club? If the
objective of sport is to win and gain the upper hand to beat rivals, acquiescing to foreign
partnerships and pricing up stadium tickets seems reasonable and expected. How is it that a sport
as seemingly simple as football became so complex in the mind of these people, that they’d rather
stop supporting their club’s success, and even change club allegiances, if it meant the club
continues down this hyper-monetized path?
These questions are important, because although football may seem like a very trivial thing,
for many of these people football dictates their life and schedule: On Monday afternoon we play
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X team, Champions League football Tuesday at 7 so I better go to my mates’, more Champions
league on Wednesday, a Cup tie on Thursday so I should head to the stadium early, and the
weekend is packed with football, of course. They hang “You’ll Never Walk Alone” on their walls
or get “Ya Gunners Ya” tattooed on their arms; they’ll cry if their team gets knocked out of a
competition, or if they achieve a miraculous victory at the last minute; they feel a sense of comfort
in their club and put their hopes of the year on eleven men who will earn more money in a week
than they’ll see all year. Being a football fan, even if you are thousands of miles away from the
stadium, means being “in communion” with millions of others whom you may have never met.8 If
some foreign entity threatens the integrity of this communion, the fan can go into a deep crisis.
These feelings may seem insignificant and contained, but in many of these football-crazed
cities, they have real consequences. Hooliganism, alt-right activism, suicide rates ––can all swing
significantly based on footballing results.9 Acknowledging the effect of cultural phenomena on
people is important, and football being so personally demanding and emotional on a mass scale,
makes observing this behavior worthwhile.

8

Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of
Nationalism (London: Verso, 1991), 3.
9

In 1998, after France won the World Cup, there was an observed 10.3% decrease in sucide
rates for French men aged 30 to 44. In the days immediately following French wins, the decrease
was as high as 19.9%. From Encrenaz, et. al., “Impact of the 1998 World Cup on Suicide Rates
in France: Results from the National Death Registry,” Suicide & life-threatening behavior,
2012.
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II. Foundational Works for this Project
A. Imagined Communities and the footballing “nation”
For this project, I will be anchoring my thinking of the “fan identity” as no different than a person
might think of their country: some will be attached, some will be passive, and some will be
passionate. In any case, the treatment of a fan identity as pertaining to a “nation” (in this case, the
Club), is inspired by the works of Benedict Anderson. In Imagined Communities, Anderson
contributes the notion that communities are “imagined,” because although members of said
community may never encounter each other, “in [their minds] lives the image of their
communion.”10 Thinking of footballing identities as akin to national relationships is nothing new:
Sven Ismer’s paper “Embodying the nation: football, emotions and the construction of collective
identity” was also a helpful piece for this project. In it, Ismer cites football “as a central domain in
which nation-related rituals including intense collective emotions are frequently observable,” but
he decides to focus more on fandom surrounding national teams, which makes the connection
much clearer than tying these rituals to Club football.11
Ismer’s synthesis of the national aspect of football fandom is what especially important to
note for this project: he references Michael Billig and his theory of “banal nationalism,” that is,
that a nation can move from the “imagined” (the mental, as Anderson says) to the “loved,” by
means of “daily routines and habits.”12 Although Ismer does not fully ascribe to this manner of

10

Anderson, 3.

11

Sven Ismer, “Embodying the Nation: Football, Emotions and the Construction of
Collective Identity,” Nationalities Papers, 2011. 39 (4): 547–65.
12

Ibid., 549.
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nation formation, he does agree that the “banal” can help in the self-realization of these identities.
In other words, a football fan can learn to love his club by both ascribing to a community with
similar rites and myths, and by allowing it to dictate his daily schedule. For the purposes of this
survey, I will be looking specifically at “Football Twitter,” what the community of hyper-involved,
hyper-interactive fans on Twitter call themselves. More on this specific subject can be found on
subsection C, entitled “Interaction on Social Media.”
More so, this project will have Liverpool Football Club (LFC) supporters as one of two
main subjects. LFC supporters are notorious for being “scouse, not English” — that is, they do not
identify with the English national team, only with the club. In this case, the nation that LFC
provides could potentially be more powerful than patriotic sentiments. For the other main subject,
Manchester City, we get a clear view of an aspect of the “nation” that has been put into stress by
a club moving into the global world and the massive financial takeover that followed: their localityfocused branding as a response to the glocalization13 of football.
B. Glocalization
The next framework which I will use to analyze my findings is Glocalization, a
portmanteau of globalization and locality. Roland Robertson’s “Glocalization: Time-Space and
Homogeneity-Heterogeneity,” the concept of glocalization is a local participation in globalization,
rather than “a world of local assertions against globalizing trends,” and is often used for capitalistic

13

Roland Robertson, “Glocalization: Time-Space and Homogeneity-Heterogeneity,” in
Global Modernities, Mike Featherstone, Scott Lash, and Roland Robertson (London: Sage
Publications, 1995), 25-44.
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purposes. The notion of the glocal also relies on very loose spatial assertions: where the local ends
and the global begins is a blurred line. Carving a local niche in an increasingly global market can
be valuable, but early 2000s Manchester City carved their niche by fighting the trend, as Edensor
and Millington say in “This is Our City: branding football and local embeddedness.” Their work,
which came out in 200814, is based on City’s “This is Our City,” campaign, which worked to
“consolidate the club brand as ‘local’ among already existing fans” as a foil to their internationally
successful rivals, Manchester United. 15 Although I will later discuss why this is particularly
essential to the choice of Manchester City for this paper, the notion of the local participating with
the global as a top-down business exercise undoubtedly has affects fan culture and could inform
bottom-top attitudes and perceptions.
The latter circumstance — wherein fans perceive a globalized economic push and choose
to respond in a local sense — is evident in the Liverpool case. Evans and Norcliffe’s paper, “Local
identities in a global game: the social production of football space in Liverpool,” recognizes the
“tension between the globalization of the sport financially and in player recruitment, and the
unalterable fact that a team’s identity is local, as are many of the most engaged supporters.”16 The
tension that they capture is a socio-economic one: the citizens of Liverpool grow increasingly more
financially dependent on the tourism that Liverpool Football Club and Everton Football Club bring
about, but their performance in matchday rites has become increasingly localized. In their research,

14

In 2008, Manchester City were taken over by Abu Dhabi United Group; this paper was
written a few months before then.
15

Tim Edensor, and Steve Millington, “This Is Our City’: Branding Football and Local
Embeddedness,” Global Networks 8, no. 2 (April 2008), 174.
Daniel Evans and Glen Norcliffe, “Local identities in a global game: the social production
of football space in Liverpool,” Journal of Sport & Tourism (vol. 20, 2016), 218.
16
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Evans and Norcliff found that Everton Football Club fans — a less successful club than LFC —
target their chants and rituals towards Liverpool, and not against tourists or “plastic” (fake) fans,
and they were less judgmental of “fans authenticity.”17 Conversely, the massive popularity of
Liverpool Football Club meant that “supporters argue that the influx of tourists is so great that it
threatens the atmosphere in the stadium,” regardless of them acknowledging that the extra revenue
is important for the success of the club financially and competitively.18 Real fan or “plastic,” local
or tourist, passionate or corporate — these are all identifiers that have had to come out of the
increasingly global nature of the sport, and can stem both from the top or from the bottom.
C. Interaction on Social Media
Lastly, I will rely particularly on two works that discuss the ‘internet fan space’ and its
reliance on the immediate interactions of loyalty (or disloyalty) from fans towards other fans,
players, and their clubs. The first work, “Why We Follow: An Examination of Parasocial
Interaction and Fan Motivations for Following Athlete Archetypes on Twitter,” attempts to
measure fans’ “closeness” based on the type of interactions they had with a football player.19
Parasocial Interaction (PSI) is defined here as the “formation of an interpersonal relationship”
between fan and media personality (a celebrity player, for example).20 PSI is controlled by the
media personality, and is entirely one-sided: in other words, although it may be a fabricated

17

Ibid., 226.

18

Ibid., 227.

19

Frederick et al., “Why We Follow: An Examination of Parasocial Interaction and Fan
Motivations for Following Athlete Archetypes on Twitter,” International Journal of Sport
Communication 5 (2012).
20

Ibid., 483.
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relationship on one end, it is very much real and tangible for the other.21 Although this concept is
more easily confined to athletes as it is in this previous work, these interactions extend to the
official club social media handles, oftentimes via the ‘face’ of an account administrator.22
Smith, Pegoraro, and Cruikshank add the element of immediacy to the conversation of
internet fan identity, which is particularly important to this project, as I chose to focus mainly on
Twitter as both the pool from which I have selected my sample and as a qualitative assessment
tool. In their work, the authors contend that Twitter usage during matches adds to the enjoyment
of the sport, with heavy Twitter users scoring the highest levels of enjoyment.23 This second-screen
viewing of matches is relatively new, and constant interaction with other fans — friends, rivals, or
neutrals — can affect the way that people think about and interact with their clubs. My project
attempts to account for the heightened sense of fandom interaction that can only occur in a space
like Twitter.
Although plenty of literature has been written about bantering and interactions such as
these on Twitter, the globalization of the sport, and the football club as a nation, my project
attempts to add sporting success into the equation. Having the advantage of reaching out to fans
directly, I hope to gain clarity on the decisions a fan would potentially make if they perceived that

21

Ibid., 483.

22

An admin in a particularly Parasocial club account, which will often take opportunities to
playfully ‘dunk’on rivals is often directly spoken to by users, who say things like “Huge W
admin,” or “admin ídolo.”
23

Smith et. al, “Tweet, Retweet, Favourite: The Impact of Twitter Use on Enjoyment and

Sports Viewing,” Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media 63, no. 1 (2019), 103.
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their club identity and interaction has been betrayed: would they go so far as to sacrifice winning
to “rescue” their club values, would they outright abandon their club? This controlled exploration
into a fans’ various identities has the advantage of serving as a contrast to the immediate, and
passionate reaction to the announcement of the European Super League, when many fans felt that
the “betrayal” line was crossed.

RESEARCH DESIGN
III.

Approach

Due to fan behavior being so personal and oftentimes irrational (to outside observers), there is
a significant possibility of a lack of both fan self-awareness and measurability. Because of this, I
decided to take a qualitative approach to the data and research, in the hopes that the fan’s own
voices came through the most and were in conversation with data provided by the sample.
Although the timing of the announcement –– and consequential public outcry –– of the
European Super League was quite convenient for this project and provides the base for the Twitter
analysis, it was also a limitation. I had sent out the survey three weeks prior and closed it two days
before the announcement: therefore, the survey does not reflect an immediate response to the Super
League, which I posit would have had a significant impact on the results. This does present an
opportunity: the contrast between the stream-of-consciousness Twitter outcry due to the Super
League and the survey respondents who –– due to its timing –– would not learn about the ESL
until afterwards is quite interesting.
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Before delving further into the research, these are the principal guiding questions for the
Survey:
§

§
§
§

If given the ability to take their club back to an “ideal” state of youth-oriented recruitment,
accessible tickets, and community-oriented decision-making, would they sacrifice the
expensive players/wages, foreign partnerships, and guaranteed trophies? I call choice the
“community-oriented hypothetical” vs the “success-oriented hypothetical.”
How much are fans willing to excuse billionaire owners of clubs if they are the ones footing
the bills?
Do foreign fans align themselves more with community values of the club or with
international appeal, prestige, and success?
Are fans inconsistent in their perception of the club?

A. Selection of League and Clubs to be analyzed
For both the Twitter analysis and the surveying, choosing Manchester City and Liverpool
as the primary subjects, with other fans of English Premier League clubs as secondary subjects
seemed the most appropriate to get to the heart of the issue. First, I will address the identities
I discarded when choosing which clubs I wanted to use as subjects (in and out of England),
through a lens of community and identity. Second, I will look at why I chose to focus on clubs
inside the English Premier League and not the other European leagues, and finally, I will
address what makes City and Liverpool a unique duo for this research question.
Spartak Moscow vs Dinamo Moscow –– People vs State
There are many different components to a fan’s identity that would be worthy of study, but
they have either already been studied in detail, or they interfere with a discussion of
monetization and capitalization. In the scenario of Spartak Moscow and Dinamo Moscow, for
example, conversation around fans of these clubs would have been dominated by questions of
personal freedom, rebellion, authority, community and individuality, and private and public
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life. It is a compelling scenario, as it is one of the clearest examples in football of making an
active choice for or against certain values, in a way that could potentially be a high-stakes
situation. It would also be a scenario where the focus would have to base fan identity around
the decisions of its government, and perhaps look for responses in government to the culture
that fan identities provide.
The choice that the Soviet man had to make between supporting Spartak or supporting
Dinamo was a decent indicator of what type of community he was looking for, how much he
valued his individual expression, and perhaps, find a way to defy a highly authoritarian
government. Here we have a clear case of searching for “communion” with strangers: when
there is no privacy in the home, or at the office, “what better way to gain a sense of self than
with like-minded individuals?”24 Dinamo Moscow was associated heavily with the NKVD25;
opting for Spartak as your club of choice could also be an act of political rebellion. A man
yelling at the police in a stadium full of men doing the same is much more protected.
These types of scenarios, where an identity hinges more on lived political experience,
would be hard to test with a surveying method, as perhaps people would not be comfortable
sharing information like that, or because the original intent has been lost through the
globalization of the sport.

24

Robert Edelman, Spartak Moscow: A History of the People’s Team in the Workers’ State,
Ithaca, Cornell University, 2009, 45.
25

Interior Ministry of the Soviet Union, responsible for secret policing, civil espionage, and
counterintelligence: most famously led by Lavrentiy Beria who was patron of Dinamo Moscow
until his execution.
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Real Madrid C.F. vs Barcelona C.F. –– Regional and Political Conflict
In the case of the two biggest clubs in the world, Real Madrid and Barcelona, a sporting
rivalry is merely the backdrop for a much larger, much more passionate, sometimes even
violent, historical conflict. It is a well-documented rivalry and for it, their bi-annual meet-up
is the biggest game of the year worldwide and is aptly called El Clásico (The Classic Game).
The games have been known to end up in fistfights and skirmishes, even between the
managers.26
In cases like this one, strong regional identities and political affiliations come into play.
Barcelona C.F. is a Catalan club and identifies strongly as such: all their communiqués and
many of their social media slogans (even in English and Spanish accounts) are in Catalan first,
Spanish second. They fly the Catalan flag wherever they can, even on their captains’ armbands.
On the other hand, Real Madrid C.F. is the principal club of the capital, and both its title (real
means royal) and its emblematic crown were bestowed upon it by King Alfonso XIII. It also
happens to have been General Franco’s club, which to this day is a political association other
Spanish fans have kept alive. Hating each other, wishing the other club the worst, playing dirty,
and so on, are as much signifiers of “national” identity (in the Anderson sense, around the
community a person has built for themselves in their mind) as they are of patriotic, national
identity (Spanish vs Catalonian).
I decided to discard the possibility of observing the fan identities of these clubs for two
reasons. The first is that they have always been successful and dominant in every league, and

26

“Mourinho Attack Tito Villanova,” YouTube video, “welitonFCB,” 2011.
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although both clubs are owned by socios (members), they have always been financial
powerhouses to the point where fans have already bought into the idea of hyper-monetization.
The second is that these clubs have a storied history of exhibited hatred that goes far beyond
sporting rivalries: these fans actively make choices on what sporting aspects to sacrifice for
the other to be humiliated, and the players jump in on the mockery.27 The interesting possibility
to measure here is whether passionate foreign fans share similar political sentiments.
The English Premier League
It became clear to me that the best examples of this growing sentiment of unease towards
massive foreign investment came from the birthplace of football. The English Premier League
is the most popular league in the world and the biggest in financial terms: in 2019-2020, for
example, NBC reported an average of 462,000 viewers per match throughout the season,
broadcasting to an audience of around 10 million people just in the United States.28 These are
only legal viewership numbers in the United States; many fans around the world stream
illegally. 29 There also are clear indicators that the League grew during the COVID-19
pandemic, which serve to contrast with the thousands of furloughs and lay-offs of lower-level
staff.
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The commercial appeal of the Premier League was enticing for this project in and of itself,
but I chose to focus on the Premier League primarily because the EPL, much like the European
Super League, was once a much-protested commercial experiment. In 1992, the top clubs in
England proposed to break away the top division of English football away from the 104-yearold Football League, with the purpose of wrangling television rights away from the bottom
tiers of English Football. It was evident that “football [was] about to enter an era of
unprecedented [financial] opportunity,” the only question was the distribution of goods.30 The
top teams had the support of the FA (Football Association of England, the founder body of the
sport), which recognized spectacular financial opportunity but announced their support for the
breakaway as a romantic effort to improve the competitiveness of the English national team
abroad.31 There was no romance about it, however: as one pundit writing in 1999 puts it, “the
glamorous Premier League is bathed in sunlight, with the impoverished Football League cast
into its shadow […] an atmosphere exists of rampant commercialism which prices out bedrock
supporters while enriching directors […] there is a total disregard for the mass of park
players.”32
The English Premier League did to English football what fans, journalists, players, and the
EPL itself claimed the European Super League was going to do to country leagues:
commercialize the top teams to the point of extinguishing all form of competition in the bottom
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teams. The English Premier League is already, in practice, a closed system: three members get
relegated down to the second division, three members come up, and within a year, the bottom
clubs get relegated again. There is no threat that the “Big 6”33 will ever be relegated, and since
its inception, only two clubs outside of the Big 6 have won the title: Blackburn Rovers in 9495 and Leicester City, twenty-one years later in 2015-16. Manchester United have won 13
titles. A far cry from the working-class league of “fair play, teamwork, sportsmanship” that
English football fans believe they remember or experience.34
Liverpool and Manchester City
It was interesting, then, to see where the disconnect lay in fans’ minds: they sense a growing
commercialization of the game, but perhaps it is only relative to what they have already
experienced. This hazy remembrance of a ‘Beautiful Game’ that has come and gone seems to
be atemporal, and convenient. I had previously referenced the now internet-famous video of a
young Liverpool fan outside Anfield Stadium, complaining about the commercialization of the
sport in his thick accent. The 19-year-old says: “it’s the sign of the times, innit? Liverpool’s
like a tourist club now [and Manchester United] is like a library [...] ev’rythin’s so sanitized
[...] they’ve just gone and away from their roots massively […] it’s corporate.” He goes on to
recall his childhood and compare it to the reality he has experienced in this particular match,
saying “where’s the club gone? Not even 10 years ago […] I remember goin’ with my great
da’ — the atmosphere was boomin’! Everyone at every stand, just absolutely boomin’… now,
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the stadium’s just dead.” And finally, he creates a distinction between himself (the ideal
supporter), and the “tourist” fan: “You don’t be goin’ out for salt n pepper chips during
halftime, right, it’s not a day out, it’s you supportin’ your club, it’s your team, it’s your city,
it’s every-in’. I just feel like [Liverpool’s] been losing it, for like, seven years.”
His thinking is a perception of recent loss due to recent success: in reality, Liverpool has
always been a big club, even before the Premier League, and its global attention is nothing
new. He talks about a loss of atmosphere, of feeling, which was ideal “not even 10 years ago,”
but by then, standing sections in stadiums had already been abolished for safety reasons35: it is
likely that adults around him when he was a child also complained about the lack of fan
atmosphere relative to what they remembered in the ideal state. For both Manchester City
(which I will address next) and Liverpool, the myth of the past is an important component of
the identity of the fan, but it is entirely abstract and personal. The founding myth is so important
to these two clubs, that the feeling of carrying a club’s history and past struggle not only shapes
local fans who may remember going to the stadium in the early days of professional football,
but also younger fans and foreign fans.
Manchester City Football Club and Liverpool Football Club have vastly different histories
and trajectories, but they share a similar present: both clubs have been recently successful.
Their level over the last 4 years strayed away from the rest of the league significantly — so
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much so, that although there is no history of it, a small rivalry started to appear between the
clubs, the players, the fans, and even the managers themselves. Both of their success stories
are due to the takeovers by their foreign billionaire owners, which for City meant a chance to
finally compete even remotely with the financial power of their neighbors, and for Liverpool
meant a lifeboat to take them out of financial administration36. Their differences allow for an
interesting conversation to occur when surveying their fans.
In City’s case, recent success has put a decades-old “underdog” feeling under severe stress.
Their identity as a club and a community revolved around being the “Noisy Neighbours” to
successful Manchester United, and the “real” Mancunian37 club, the only club in Manchester.
Manchester City suffered financial and sporting issues until 2008, when they were taken over:
they suffered a first division trophy drought from 1968 to 2012 and were relegated to the third
tier of English football in the 90s, all while their neighborhood rivals won every trophy there
was to win. The life-long City fans’ loyalty has already been put to the test by relegation,
terrible playing, and a severe lack of success, and their support has been cited as exceptional,
even “heroic.”38 For the clubs’ “This is Our City” campaign in 2003, that proud feeling of
come-what-may loyalty was easy to cater to, and even feed, as a marketing tool.
Where glocalization became the norm, City fought against the increasing global popularity
with “direct conversations with them through mail shots, the programme and the club
36
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magazine,” shirts and banners emblazoned with “Réal Manchester”39 and “This is Our City.”40
The club pushed the association of Manchester City with the urban spaces and experiences of
the City of Manchester itself, with a focus on outdoor marketing, “deploying advertisements
on 48 billboards in central Manchester,” or on local buses, instead of televisions.41 This further
aligned the club against the ever-growing heterogenous fan culture that relied on loose
concepts of a mythological “locality,” a palatable and attractive concept to foreign fans; City
was purposefully un-glocal, or, only local. And yet, the long sought-after trophy came at the
hands of Emirati prince Sheikh Mansour’s money, and was celebrated gleefully at new, shiny,
Emirates Stadium. Overnight, the local was abandoned at the club level, and the glocal was
embraced. City now have “nine international websites and social media accounts in 13
languages,” catering to the expectations and sensibilities of those subsections of fans –– a far
cry from advertising in outdoor city spaces.42 As droves of new fans came into the City-sphere,
local fans either embraced the new globality of their beloved club or pushed back against
“plastics.”43
Liverpool Football Club, on the other hand, is a club that has a much longer history of
consumption-oriented nostalgia coming from the top of the club, and an equally as long history
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of fans struggling to maintain a “real” local perspective. “In football,” say Giulianotti and
Robertson, a clear example of commodifying local nostalgia for global markets is “the
transmogrification of old football spaces into ‘heritage sites’ that house museums.”44 Anfield
Stadium, Liverpool’s “home” since 1892, houses its museum inside the infamous “Spion Kop”
stand –– where the most vocal supporters, or Kopites, choose to assemble in. The Kop has a
world-wide reputation for its “impressive wall of noise that greets the teams as they come out
on the field,” and its position behind one of the goals, a prime position to heckle and disturb
rival goalkeepers and defenders.45The Kopites, however personally committed, are a useful
marketing tool for the club, and are often lauded in LFC’s media accounts as being responsible
for miraculous comebacks, like the historic comeback against Barcelona.46 Little is mentioned
about the rest of the stands in the stadium, which are known to be overpriced and, oftentimes,
sacrificed in part for corporate tickets. In this case, the passion of the loyal fan has been
commodified to reinforce the Liverpool ‘values,’ turning it into snippy lines like “turning
doubters into believers since 1892” and the hashtag #WeAreLiverpool.47
Through social media, however, younger fans of both City and Liverpool (and other EPL
clubs, of course), have found a new form of building back their communal identities. Although
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some fans are readily opposed to foreign fans joining the fold (“support your local”), many
feel at home with local and global fans alike through consistent interaction with each other,
banter, memes, and live commentary. What Smith et. al found in their 2019 study is that “as
sport viewers begin to adopt second screen habits into their viewing, they engage in an
interactive experience with a mass audience,” and consistently high volumes of interaction add
to enjoyment of the sport regardless of sporting outcomes.48 It is key to zoom in on the last
part of this finding: aside from finding joy or pain in results, Twitter fans are prone to find joy
in the active participation with like-minded peers (friendly or rivalrous) during matches. It is
odd to think that interacting constantly with rivals could increase personal enjoyment of the
sport and attachment to the club but is not a stretch to imagine that the fans can retain nostalgia
for a mythical past while embracing a consequence of the globalization of their sport,
especially if foreign fans also buy into these ideas.
Because of these economic, global/local, and nostalgic pressures, Liverpool and City are
perfect for this study as they also happen to be the current exemplars for success, which is a
factor that understandably causes joy, pride, and a sense of personal achievement. Also, due to
their differing relationships with success, comparing the choices of their fans could provide
valuable insight to the types of boundaries that fans are willing to draw.
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IV.

Sample

For both real-time commentary and for the survey, Twitter provided access to an ideal
candidate pool. The precise reasons why will be addressed in the next section, but plainly:
Twitter’s short-burst timeline format is an ideal place for both interaction and commentary. And,
as Smith et. al say, it also is a space where its most active members (also the members most likely
to come across the survey) experience the most emotion during and outside matches.49 For this
reason, it was ideal: the survey relied heavily on people who base much of their community
interaction, lifestyles, and thinking on their club –– in other words, people who feel as though their
club was a part of their identity, if not their whole identity. The target people were those who had
dedicated accounts for tweeting about football, joking/bantering with other users, creating or
participating in community spaces like group-chats, and engaging in PSI with players and clubs. I
wanted to disengage especially from lurking Twitter users who may follow “big” accounts, but not
specialized medium accounts that regularly interact with their followers.
Because of this, the sample of 772 responders is not such a small number, regardless of the
sheer amount of Twitter users that exist on the platform or may follow large football accounts. It
is difficult to measure tweet impressions (views), or other such metrics that could help estimate a
population, as there could also be a significant number of accounts that follow passively. To
demonstrate the potential reach of a survey distributed like mine was –– no promotion, only
account-to-account –– which will help put the sample size in perspective, I have designed a metric
based on engagement rate. A good estimate of the reach of a survey like this can help determine
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the size of the niche population I was trying to reach, which is important because it provides more
insight on how attractive a survey like this is (the clicks: the engagement rate) and who is engaging.
First, I noted the follower count for the following four accounts that retweeted (shared) my
survey link, who I consider falling within this category of “medium accounts” (between 5,000 and
25,000 followers, regular engagement). I then took an average of their follower counts. Then, I
took the count of ‘likes’ from each of their most popular tweet within a week of when they
retweeted the survey link and averaged that. Finally, I divided the first average with the second to
get the rate of engagement (1/10th), or the multiplier, 10.06. Considering that the majority of shares
that my survey received stemmed from these accounts, and considering their diverse levels of
following/engagement, 10.06 is a reasonable engagement multiplier for an estimate of the
population I was attempting to reach, which amounts to 7,766 users.

Table 1, Twitter Engagement of Primary Survey-Sharer Accounts
Account
@adriellini
@ashwinraman_
@pettymoroccan
@MariCLewis

Follower Count

Engagement
16,004
21,625
7,572
7,408

3,200
1,200
340
489

A 10% sample seems appropriate, but there are observable limitations that may not make this
survey entirely replicable, namely, the fact that Twitter works in an algorithmic manner, and the
users I was most likely to reach were determined by that. The nature of my survey distribution
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affected the sample: I lacked the funding necessary to promote my survey through Twitter ads to
reach different corners of this population. This population of 7,766 users seems to capture a
“group” inside “Football Twitter,” of people with intersecting interests as the main accounts who
shared (in this case, foreign-friendly, multi-league, lean-liberal, and cross-club interactive). Of
course, I reached a significant number of people because I distributed my survey to “bigger”
accounts, but those accounts will also reach others in an algorithmic matter — based on their
interests. I attempted to counter by reaching out to accounts which would be able to reach more
people that way, but as I had no previous rapport with them, it was to little avail. For this reason,
the sample I procured featured fans of Liverpool Football Club much more heavily than any other
club (see Figure 1).
Age was another limitation of this sampling, albeit an expected one. High volume tweeting
about a fandom, a form of stream-of-consciousness blogging, is comparable to Facebook’s
“Groups,” which also fulfill a need for community spaces such as football fans or TV show fans.
Apart from the differences in style — immediacy and responsiveness at Twitter versus long-form
at Facebook — there is clear indication that active, participatory Facebook users are getting older:
Pew Research Data shows that Baby Boomer demographics are increasing at Facebook (from 43%
to 60% of the US population, 2012-2019).50
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Figure 1, Q.2, Club Support Data

They are also joined by people born before 1945, increasing in usage from 21% in 2012 to 37% in
2019.51 In comparison, the average Twitter user is 40 years old, compared to the average U.S.
Citizen, 47%.52 For this reason, and because 80% of Tweets come from 10% of users (who have
more time on their hands/more dedication to tweet)53, it was expected that the age distribution of
the survey looks like this:
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Figure 2, Q.4, Age Range

Finally, a limitation that cannot be ignored is the gender disparity that is often found in sporting
surveys. This one was no exception: only 7.22% of respondents identified as women, 1 person
identified as non-binary, and 4 people “[preferred] not to say”. This is a striking disparity bearing
in mind how many women do watch and enjoy football54, but unsurprising when considering how
women (and LGBTQ people) are treated in spaces that have long histories of performative
masculinity.55 They are often susceptible to mockery, sexualization, and other types of harassment,
which is a significant barrier to jump when choosing to be part of a community. Being able to
obtain from these women and account for this disparity is a recommendation I would suggest to a
54
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future researcher, as there could be a deeper conversation on how gender performance and
experiences can inform club loyalty, opinions on human rights violations, and a sensibility for the
sociopolitical beyond the sport and the club itself.

V.

Surveying Methods

Survey Questions
For this project, I create a three-tiered survey to gather data and opinions directly from English
Premier League fans who interact heavily on Twitter. All survey questions and possible responses
can be found in the Appendix. I used SurveyMonkey’s anonymous IP-address function to best
preserve the anonymity of responders, and only chose to ask broad demographic markers such as
Age, Gender, and Region.
The three tiers were simply a way to filter and funnel respondents to the appropriate survey:
on the homepage, respondents were asked to choose which club they support, Liverpool,
Manchester City, or Other. Also on the homepage, I asked for general demographic identifiers
such as Gender Identity (with inclusion of a “non-binary” and “prefer not to say” option), Agerange, and Region. I decided to identify regions in the following manner:
Q. 3. Where are you from?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Liverpool City Region/Greater Merseyside
Manchester
England
Wales/Scotland/North Ireland
Europe
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6)
7)
8)
9)

North or South America
Africa
Asia
Oceania

I chose these classifications to separate regional identity in the most effective way possible for
the survey, which is particularly obvious with the separate inclusion of the cities of Liverpool and
Manchester and the separation of Wales/Scotland/North Ireland from England, regardless of all
regions existing in the same political space. I also chose to ask, “where are you from?” instead of
“where were you born” or “where do you live,” as it leaves space for more personal interpretations
of regional belonging.
Next, I wish to address the inclusion of “Other” fans in the survey. Although they do not act
as a true control group, having a specific survey tailored to fans of other clubs left room to ask
questions about Manchester City and Liverpool (and other big-money clubs) from an outsider’s
perspective. First, responders are asked to identify the specific club they support, as different clubs
have different mythologies, values, and histories. In Question 37 (Q.37), for example, I ask them
to rank the Big 6 clubs like so:
(Q.37) Rank these clubs in order of how many “plastic” fans you think they have.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Tottenham
Manchester United
Liverpool
Manchester City
Arsenal
Chelsea

Questions like these or “what top Premier League club do you admire most apart from your
own?” (Q.34) can add to the general understanding of what is important or valuable to a fan that
exists in a hyper-monetized league such as the English Premier League. Two questions were asked
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in every tier, with the exact same wordage. These are “has the COVID-19 pandemic affected your
interest in club football?” and “What did you choose in the Brexit vote?” (Q.40, Q. 42, Q. 43,
respectively). The first serves to give all fans (not just City and Liverpool) a chance to directly
express frustration or enjoyment of the sport, while the second (which accounts for non-UK
members as well) helps visualize a political landscape.
As for the principal subjects of the project, Liverpool and Manchester City, specifically tailored
surveying culminated in a comparable hypothetical that I presented to both sets of fans. This
hypothetical, an A or B choice, directly asks them to choose between financial and international
success for their club or a more community-oriented approach. Although the exact wording of the
options was tailored to each club’s sensibilities, the criteria remained the same:
For option A (Success): More/more lucrative foreign partnerships, purchasing power for bigticket star players (which implies a diminishing youth/local rotation), and a significant increase in
ticket prices/more corporate seating, and trophies.
For option B (Community): Youth rotation and academy development (providing
opportunities for local boys), sustainable wage bills and spending, being more forthright with a
specific local identity, more accessible tickets (in price and availability), and an explicit surrender
of success.
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The exact wording for Liverpool:
(Q.15) Choose one of these answers based on your preference:
1. Liverpool play well, maintain their wage bill, keep players like Trent and Curtis,
they open up more seats to the public at lower prices, but are only occasionally successful
during the next 10 years (another League title, an FA cup or two, some UCL success)
2. Liverpool start partnering with more foreign brands (such as a Chinese brand,
Emirates, etc.) and are able to afford superstars (such as Mbappé or Haaland), lose youth
rotation but are consistently successful during the next 10 years (4-6 Leagues, 2 UCLs, 4
FA Cups)

For Manchester City:
(Q. 29) Choose one of these answers based on your preference:
- City continue on this current road to success, and even go further: more foreign
brands partner with City, giving the club more purchasing power, and they make a couple
big-ticket transfers like Messi and Sergio Ramos to secure their first Champions League
trophy. Stadium tickets, however, become much more expensive as many go to sponsors
or become corporate tickets, and become much more inaccessible to Citizens.
- City continue to do well, but are still shy of that Champions League trophy. They
hire a young manager to overhaul the club and focus on youth and sustainable spending,
implementing a particular City identity both in and out of the field. Stadium tickets become
much more accessible to locals, but City have less spending power.

The difference in wording comes down to the common “wants” expressed by fans of these
clubs on Twitter and the clubs’ histories of course. The names of the star players are adjusted based
on transfer rumors that have made fans excited, and their associations with those names. Sergio
Ramos, for example, would not sit well for a Liverpool fan, as most express a deep dislike for the
Real Madrid defender after he dislocated LFC star Mohammed Salah’s shoulder. As for trophies,
it may seem as though I gave Liverpool too much flexibility compared to City, however Liverpool
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have an ancient history of success, and they do particularly well in Europe. For Liverpool fans,
having broken a 30-year Premier League trophy drought in the same calendar year as they obtained
a European title (UCL) was met with the expectation of continued, consistent success. In other
words, a couple of titles here and there in 10 years sounds like what they have already suffered
through; success means catching up to their rivals.
For Manchester City, the European trophy (UCL, Champions League) has been elusive,
regardless of how domineering and record-breaking they have been domestically (including in the
transfer market). That trophy completes their cabinet, and is the title that fans consistently express
as wanting the most. Finally, Liverpool are a club of local legends who became global superstars,
like Kenny Dalglish or Steven Gerrard and care deeply about their academy and local lads like
Trent (Alexander-Arnold) or Curtis (Jones). In contrast, the Manchester City academy is just
beginning to see talented youth come to the forefront (like Phil Foden); it had never been as high
a priority, whether because they did not have the world-class installations they do now, or because
their overnight success involved buying many foreign superstars. Perhaps Citizens feel like it is
time to change the youth drought.
The order of appearance for these hypotheticals were randomized to ensure the order does not
affect preference, as were all other ranked or multiple-choice questions that were not demographic
markers. Other questions asked about Fan Loyalty, asked to rank club values, directly asked about
the involvement of Sheikh Mansour and the United Arab Emirates in the Premier League, and so
on. A set of questions I found could yield interesting results:
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Liverpool, (Q.8) If you are from the Liverpool Area, which of these terms do you identify
more with?
Scouse (0)

BOTH (50)

English (100)

This question is noteworthy as it asks fans from the Liverpool region to identify their national
inclinations. The people of Liverpool have a history of dissent from their English identity due to
feelings of political neglect from London during the Thatcher era, and often say things like “We
are not English, we are Scouse.”56 I also follow up with “do you prefer Liverpool win a sextuple
or your country win a world cup,” but I left that question open to anyone to see if a foreign club
identity can be stronger than patriotic ties.
To City fans I asked:
Manchester City (Q. 21) When did you start supporting City?
1) Pre-2008
2) 2008-2012
3) After 2012
This question provides insight to whether the City fan jumped on board before the takeover (pre2008), during the takeover (2008-2012), and after they won their first Premier League trophy and
started dominating the League (After 2012). It also makes for an interesting test variable against
the hypothetical that is presented in Q.21. Question 25 follows up the takeover conversation like
so:
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Manchester City (Q. 25). Sheikh Mansour (owner of Manchester City) is both a member
of the royal family of the United Arab Emirates and the deputy Prime Minister of the
country. Organizations such as Human Rights Watch have found the UAE to be in violation
of human rights in many areas, such as Freedom of Expression and Free Trial. Has this
affected your attachment toward Manchester City?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Yes, very uncomfortable. It is almost impossible to support City.
Yes, uncomfortable, supporting City is hard but I still do.
Somewhat uncomfortable, but I put it aside when City play.
Football and politics should not mix
City is much more important to me personally than what happens in a foreign
country.

The wording had to be precise in this question, and the responses have subtle alterations that mark
a significant alteration in meaning, for example response choosing response 5 could imply a lack
of care for foreigners, or a potential distaste for being ‘forced’ to think about human rights abuses
abroad (versus problems at home, for example).
VI.

Results and Discussion

The object of the study is to both observe the complexity of identities as they interact with the
financial realities of football, and to listen to fans directly. For this reason, I have decided to take
a more exploratory approach to analyzing the data, examining several bivariate comparisons, and
proposing possible correlation, without fully testing specific hypotheses. For this reason, I used a
variable count function on Python to automate and tally responses per variable, so I could measure
the probabilities of X response choosing Y response in a different question.
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Liverpool/Manchester City, principal findings
For the main question I sought after in the survey — whether the fan would choose increased
club success or choose to sacrifice it for a perceived return to community values –– I got an
interesting split between the two clubs:

Figure 3, Q.15 Liverpool Hypothetical Scenario

Figure 4, Q.29 Manchester City Hypothetical Scenario
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For Liverpool, the decision was 55.93% for returning to community values (in green) and
44.07% for continued and increased success. For Manchester City, the split was 64.10% for
success (in red) and 35.9% for returning to community values. This is an interesting finding by
itself, which I believe speaks to the inherent differences in the histories of these two clubs: whereas
Liverpool has tasted success occasionally in recent years and consistently throughout their history,
Manchester City’s success is new and incomplete. This could be a possible explanation for this
disparity, but there are more detailed ways to look at this hypothetical.
First, I will begin by looking at a possible variable in a Citizen’s choice for Q.29, the era in
which they started supporting the club.
Table 2, Comparison Q.21, Q.29
Prefer Success
Pre2008
20082012
After
2012

Prefer Community Values

52.94%

47.06%

66.67%

33.33%

66.67%

33.33%

This table expresses the probability of the choice in Q.29 that a responder would make, depending
on when they began to support City. Although at face-value all three loyalty tiers chose the
“Success” option more frequently, the drastic change from the pre-2008 responders’ percentage
comparison to their post-takeover counterparts should not be ignored. The era in which fans joined
the club is important to the creation of the Manchester City identity as each era of City represents
a completely different model of the club, as was mentioned before: before 2008, City was a local’s
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club in practice and in branding, from 2008-2012 they began looking for an external identity as a
result of the takeover, and after 2012’s Premier League victory, the club was cemented as a new
member of the Premier League elite. Looking closely at the data, the post-takeover fans’
percentage-split resembles the total almost exactly; this is because out of 88 people who chose to
answer this graph (13 skipped), only 18 were pre-2008 supporters. It would be interesting to see if
that percentage gap closed further if the Manchester City sample were bigger.
In the following table (Table 3), we can see a different way that the timeline of support can
affect loyalties. Question 25 (Q.25) deals with the comfort levels of City fans when they
conceptualize club owner Sheikh Mansour as a foreign political figure of a country with known
Human Rights abuses. Again, it is a measure of the probability of the choice a supporter group
would make in Q.25. Here, we see that regardless of the timeline of support, no amount of
discomfort would make it impossible or almost impossible to support City. Discomfort does exist,
however, especially in newer fans, with post-2012 fans being the most uncomfortable at 10%. Not
unexpectedly, being uncomfortable but putting politics aside when City plays is a popular choice:
22.22% (pre-2008), 27.59% (2008-2012), 30% (2012). The difference between “Football and
Politics should not mix” and “City is much more important to me personally than what happens in
a foreign country” is interesting: while post-takeover fans are more likely to choose “Football and
Politics should not mix,” pre-2008 fans overwhelmingly chose the latter option, with 55.56%. If
the majority of pre-2008 fans are from East Manchester, it is a reasonable assumption that for
them, regional politics can and should mix.
In fact, there is a complicated relationship between the gross quantities of money flowing
in and out of Manchester City Football Club and its traditionally working-class local fanbase
because the Abu Dhabi United Group partnered with the City Council of Manchester on a one-
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billion-pound sterling regeneration project in the stadium-surrounding East Manchester.57 As one
survey respondent puts it when asked what made Manchester City special for them: “The club
heavily invest in the local area [… a] local area that has been deprived for so long and would still
be now if it wasn't for the club.” The economic feeling of “[being deprived for so long]” among
City fans and East Mancunians is a powerful one and intersects with sporting feelings of
deprivation (compared to historically glitzier Manchester United). Not only does the Etihad
Stadium provide important economic tourism and the economic opportunity that comes with that
(which had always gone to the other side of town), it also “[increases] community access to sports
facilities,” such as an “indoor BMX arena,” opened the Velopark Mountain Trails, and of course,
development for youth football in the East Manchester area.58 Many local fans (which comprise
the vast majority of pre-2008 fans) are grateful to their current owners, regardless of “what happens
in a foreign country,” because they have involved themselves positively inside the economic and
social politics of the region.
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Jak Phillips, “Manchester City Owner to Spearhead New £1bn Manchester Regeneration
Project,” attractionsmanagement.com, June 24, 2014.
58

City Council, Manchester, “Eastlands Regeneration: Draft for Consultation,” Manchester
City Council, February 2017.
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Table 3, Opinion on Sheikh Mansour: Comparison Q.21, Q25
Yes, very
uncomfortable. It
is almost
impossible to
support City.

Pre-2008
2008-2012
2012

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Yes,
Somewhat
Football and
uncomfortable, uncomfortable,
politics
supporting City
but I put it
should not
is hard but I
aside when
mix
still do.
City play.

0.00%
6.90%
10.00%

22.22%
27.59%
30.00%

22.22%
34.48%
47.50%

City is much
more
important to
me personally
than what
happens in a
foreign
country
55.56%
31.03%
12.50%

An unexpected finding that using the temporal division of loyalty provided this research
with was evidence of a somewhat irrational emotional attachment. In this comparison, on Table 4,
some respondents who started supporting City after the takeover cite a higher emotional
attachment to City’s historic stadium, Maine Road, which the club stopped using in 2003, instead
of the current Etihad stadium. This could potentially be as a response to the constant teasing of
“Emptyhad” by rival fans. Rival fans on Twitter tease City fans’ “legitimacy” or “purity” by
referencing the revamped Etihad Stadium (previously known as the City of Manchester Stadium)
and its empty-seats or “empty” atmosphere. When asked in the survey (on Q.37), rival fans listed
Manchester City as the #1 club with the most “plastic” supporters at a rate of 50.48%. This
association with “fakeness” can be clearly bothersome to some and can be a reason why they have
formed a relationship to a stadium they never attended as a fan, but which has nostalgic value.
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Table 4, Stadium Attachment: Comparison Q.21, Q.24
Attached to The Etihad
pre-2008
2008-2012
2012

72.22%
93.10%
95.00%

Attached to Maine Road
27.78%
6.90%
5.00%

Next, I will look at variables that could potentially explain a Liverpool fans’ reasoning for
choosing the community-oriented hypothetical over the success scenario. The first, visualized in
Table 5, seems rather obvious, but the numbers are striking: Liverpool survey responders who
chose “I was born in Liverpool/Merseyside” as one of their reasons for supporting the club
overwhelmingly chose community values over success — a 92.4% to 7.6% split. This massive
split could also be as prominent due to Liverpool’s admirable response to the Coronavirus
pandemic. As Liverpool Echo –– a popular LFC news website –– feared in 2020, “around 4,030
businesses in those sectors [were] expected to be affected by the coronavirus pandemic in the
region,” with thousands losing their jobs.59 As opposed to some other clubs60 which had publicly
unfavorable responses, Liverpool Football Club re-doubled their community efforts and provided
support in financial, health, and emotional areas. For example, surprise calls from club superstars
like Virgil Van Dijk, Andy Robertson, and manager Jürgen Klopp were common occurrences for
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The Guide Liverpool, “Liverpool FC Unites to Support the Local Community throughout
the Coronavirus Pandemic,” The Guide Liverpool, July 2, 2020.
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Arsenal Football Club in London were destroyed by fans online for their heartless firing of
their mascot, Gunnersaurus, who had been in service to the club for 27 years. From: BarDown
Staff, “Arsenal Fans Are Unimpressed after Club Fires Mascot,” Bardown, October 6, 2020.
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hospitalized and isolated fans.61 Community-oriented actions like those are especially important
to fans who are used to going to the stadium, and could be a big reason why local fans chose the
community hypothetical during a year where Liverpool lost their sporting form and success,
mostly because of injuries due to a lack of squad depth (as a result of reduced investment in the
transfer-market).
Another interesting metric is decision by age, which was more appropriate to measure in
Liverpool’s case as there was a larger sample size. Visualized in Figure 5, the starkest difference
in choice came with respondents ages 35-44, with 62.4% preferring community values over
success. The closest was a 50% split at ages 45-54 and a 50.9% to 49.1% for Liverpool fans aged
18-24. Fans aged 25-34 were more likely to choose community values at a rate of 53.8%. A
possible explanation for these differing levels is that fans aged 35-44 are of the age to have
experienced success with Liverpool without having been accustomed to winning like older fans
were, and old enough now to see the trophy drought as temporary and not as important to a person’s
love of club. There were not enough older responders to take their responses into consideration.

Table 5, Chose “I was born in Liverpool/Merseyside” in Q.6 vs Q15 Hypothetical
Chose Success
Liverpool Native

61

The Guide Liverpool, 1.

Chose Community
7.6%

92.4%
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Figure 5, Age Range Q.4 (Liverpool only) vs Q.15 Hypothetical

Liverpool/Manchester City, extra and interesting findings
The following are some data that I believe serve to contextualize the different facets of
identity creation for these fans. First, a comparison of the Scouse vs English scale that was
presented in Q.8, with the Fenway Sports Group scale on Q.12 which can be found on Table 6.
Here, “Scouseness” is defined as ‘Exclusively Scouse’ (0-20 on the scale), ‘Scouse’ (21-40),
‘Mixed Scouse/English’ (41-60), ‘English’ (61-80), ‘Exclusively English’ (81-100). Interestingly,
although all approve middlingly of Fenway Sports Group, ‘English’ fans like them the least (58.5
on the FSG scale), followed by ‘Scouse’ fans (61.2). On the extremes and in the middle the
approval levels are higher. A possible way to look at ‘Exclusively Scouse’ higher support of FSG
is the potential correlation of higher “Scouseness” with being more working-class; after all, the
Scouse identity is one that arose from a working-class struggle. Potentially, FSG’s financial rescue
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of the club could have been an economic rescue for many citizens of Liverpool as well, as it was
for Manchester City fans.
Table 6, Scouse vs English Scale Comparison, Q.8 vs Q.12
Identify As
Average Exclusively Scouse
Average Scouse
Average Mixed
Scouse/English
Average English
Average Exclusively English

Count
44
10

How much do you like Liverpool
under FSG (Fenway Sports Group)
66.59
61.20

7
2
8

67.29
58.50
66.75

Another striking finding was that 83.6% of Liverpool fans would much rather Liverpool
win a sextuple of trophies than their country wins a world cup (16.40%). Most Liverpool
respondents were not from Liverpool. Considering the breakdown per region, this is particularly
interesting, as the majority of foreign62 Liverpool fans were not from European countries (which
have the most recent incidents of World Cup wins) but rather from England (which has been
desperate for the trophy since 1966), or Africa, Asia, Oceania, and the Americas (which either
don’t have recent World Cup wins or are World Cup-obsessed countries like Brazil or Argentina).
The preference speaks to the imagined identity that Liverpool fans buy into, of a special club with
a special community that is reserved from patriotic sentiments: it’s not an English club, it’s a
Scouse club.

62

Not from Liverpool/Merseyside. For purposes of Liverpool’s survey, “foreign” includes
English/Welsh/Scottish.
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Next, I will analyze more personal responses on City and Liverpool’s appeal as clubs. For
these sets of questions, I either asked open-ended questions, or specific questions that gave fans
the opportunity to express exactly what they wanted to say. This was very important to the survey
because all these details are what makes up the personal identities that reign over these fans;
because they are so personal, they are not easily measurable. First, a general look into what made
people support their specific club, tailored to each clubs’ most attractive features. For an exact
look at all the possible responses, refer to the Appendix.
Figure 6, Q.22, How did you start supporting City?
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Figure 7, Q.6, How did you start supporting Liverpool?

The set of possible responses are different between the two clubs for specific reasons, but there
is some interesting overlap. For example, “fell in love with a specific player,” was cited by 38%
of Liverpool fans and by 44% of City fans. Developing a relationship of hope and expectation with
a player, like Steven Gerrard (Liverpool) and Sergio Agüero (City) seemed to be a common thread
in optional responses like these (although only 2 City responders answered, so the option was
nixed) or the more popular question about the COVID-19 pandemic. As one City fan says, “true
players play for the club, the badge and the fans, rather than the money,” which makes sense given
their popular choices for players (Gerrard at Liverpool, or Agüero and Kompany at City).
I only asked, “Do you think ‘The Beautiful Game’ used to be better/more enjoyable when you
were younger?” to Liverpool fans so I could specifically observe the nostalgic yearning for a sort
of mythical, more glorious past –– as the young fan outside Anfield expressed. I did not ask this
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of City fans because, before the takeover, their club struggled with relegation63. The results are
interesting: 44.22% of Liverpool supporters said yes, 55.78% said no. The explanations provide
valuable insights. One fan, who answered “yes,” says “Less money [was] involved and good/great
players are more spreaded (sic) throughout the European teams.” Unexpectedly, this fan also chose
the “success” hypothetical. Another says “Enjoyable? Absolutely! There was more of a mystique
around the game as social media was essentially non-existent,” chose the “community”
hypothetical yet he likes Liverpool’s foreign, billionaire owners.
In Manchester City’s case, I asked “What, for you, is what makes Manchester City special?
(Core values, style of play, success, and so on).” Amusingly, one fan cites “[loving] that everybody
hates [City] because of [their] unlikely come-up and recent success.” This quote from another fan
stands out:
For many years they were the underdog, having to live under the shadow of their
incredibly successful neighbors during a period of relegations and mid table
mediocrity, but despite this fan stayed loyal even in the depths of League One. The
rise of this club has been a privilege to watch and even if people say the success is
bought, other clubs have spent similar amounts and haven't replicated this success.

This fan chose the “community” hypothetical and is a pre-2008 fan. Interestingly, on Q.25 this fan
selected “City is much more important to me personally than what happens in a foreign country.”

63

I asked about relegation memories, but few fans were old enough to remember.
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Fans of other clubs

Figure 8, Q.33, What club do you support?

The distribution of “other” fans in Figure 8 is expected: Big 6 members such as Manchester
United (32.94%), Arsenal (22.22%), Chelsea (16.72%), and Tottenham (10.71%) make up the
majority of the graph, the next tier are “underdog favorites” such as Leicester City (3.17%), Leeds
United (3.57%), and West Ham (2.78%). The rest are distributed between 1-2% or have near 0
counts (0-2 respondents). Matching with the other two clubs, 50.2% fell in love with a specific
player to start supporting their club. 33% say a big reason is a family member who also supports
their club, and 26.27% like their club’s “fighting spirit.” Only 12.16% cited “Recent Success.”
Respondents had the ability to choose more than one option.
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The next question is significantly more interesting. Leicester City was the club that got the
most praise, with 36.11% of respondents selecting it, above successful Liverpool (14.68%) and
Manchester City (23.02%). Given 16.86% cited “underdog” as an admirable trait, as well as
“fighting spirit” (26.27%), this comes as no surprise: Leicester City is the only club outside of the
Big 6 to have won the Premier League since 1994-1995. Leicester were underdogs the whole
season and pulled off a true footballing “Cinderella story.”
Figure 9, Q. 35, Most Admirable Premier League Club.

Next, a comparative view of Club selection versus Q.40, “do you feel that "The Game" has
become too financially focused? (Or, less focused on the people, more on the business and
revenue?)”
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Table 7, Q. 33 vs Q.40
Yes, and Yes, but
No, it’s a
we should I don’t good thing
do
think
this much
something
it’s a
investment
to fix it.
bad
is flowing
thing.
into the
sport.

Arsenal
Chelsea
Manchester
United
Leicester City
Leeds
Wolves

50.00%
43.90%

26.79%
21.95%

8.93%
4.88%

No, it
still
belongs
to the
fans and
the
players
more
than
anything.
1.79%
7.32%

40.96%
75.00%
55.56%
75.00%

30.12%
12.50%
0.00%
25.00%

6.02%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

1.20%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

The most notable data here is Arsenal (50%), Chelsea (43.90%) and Manchester United
(40.96%), fans of some of the richest clubs in the world —undoubtedly contributors to the financial
upheaval of the game –– being so concerned about the state of the “Game” that they believe this
phenomenon should be rectified, potentially sacrificing their own club’s financial power. Wolves’
fans, whose recent ascension into the Premier League and subsequent mid-table success came at
the hands of massive investment by Fosun Intl. (a Chinese company), also seem quite concerned.
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VII.

Conclusion

Survey Takeaways and Future Projects
The survey I conducted provided insight into the different components of what becomes a
Premier League fan’s identity as a fan. These ranged from age, to regional attitudes, to support
timelines, and to political and national identifications. These fans also had the opportunity to
directly make themselves heard about issues such as hyper-monetization, fan atmosphere, the
facets of fan loyalty, and what they find admirable in other club structures. These quotes and this
data allow a personal look into the attitudes of fans who express their support in hyper-globalized
environment and who must contend with their ‘people’s sport’ becoming more and more corporate.
For a future project, I recommend reaching out to fans in this personal manner, but structuring
the survey in a multivariate manner, with a measurable hypothesis test. I also recommend
accounting for gender disparities to potentially find a different sociopolitical perspective. Finally,
I also recommend spreading the survey through multiple accounts, in an organic and inorganic
manner (utilizing Twitter’s promotion mechanism).

A Line Was Crossed: Immediate Reaction to the European Super League Announcement
Although the survey presents an interesting array of variables that could affect loyalty and
support for a club, one sentiment stood out the most from the open-ended survey responses:
“Football is nothing without its fans.” When asked if severely reduced stadium attendance has hurt
enjoyment of the sport, 80% of all respondents said yes. They added comments like “Fans are the
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12th player for any team,” and “matches seem hollow,” or even, “I have never watched live, but
without the fans, [it feels] dystopic.” One City fan added, “the City fan community that I participate
in is something I treasure. During the pandemic, having an online community has made watching
City and football in general a pleasure […] Success is nice, but it’s not why I love City and the fan
community.”
The fans that were surveyed seemed by and large to still enjoy a feeling of agency in their club
and the communities they have chosen to continue participating. Most showed respect for their
club’s ownerships, for example, only two Liverpool fans rated Fenway Sports Group at a 0.
However, these fans had been surveyed under sporting conditions that had been in place for many
years, without the knowledge that their clubs would abandon the Premier League, youth
development, and smaller teams in search of money. Aptly, the announcement of the European
Super League on April 18th was dubbed “Soccer’s Civil War”: the outrage and devastation by fans,
players, and journalists was met with cynical economic explanations from the Big 12 clubs, which
resulted in online and in-person protests.64 People burned their club’s shirts, or threatened to burn
them on Twitter, even older shirts which carry more nostalgia to them, as pictured in Figures 10
and 11:
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Colm Quinn, “Morning Brief,” Foreign Policy – the Global Magazine of News and Ideas
(George Mason University, April 20, 2021).
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Figure 10, Liverpool Fan Burning 2008 Away Shirt at Leeds v Liverpool Match

via Getty Images, taken by Zac Goodwin (April 2021)

Figure 11, Arsenal Fans Argue About the Super League

via Twitter, @White_Yardie (2021)
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Figure 10 is an incredible scene: Liverpool fans at a Liverpool game, wearing Liverpool shirts,
burning the 2008 Liverpool away shirt. Burning an old club shirt is a very dramatic statement for
many reasons ––the shirt functions as a flag for the club –– but especially because of the memories
attached to those shirts: shirts change every season and each one is a memento of those seasons
and the players who wore them. This shirt, for example, is from the era before the current U.S.
owners bought the club. Yet, in this moment, these fans are not thinking about the practical or the
long-term –– they don’t even register having given the club money to attend the match as a symbol,
or that they still all wore their shirts as they usually do, to support the team. In this moment, it is
what they felt would give them the agency to signal the club that they have crossed a line and no
amount of financial success and ability to buy better players will make-up for the loss of values
they have perceived. For fans like Twitter user @JordanLHayward, this signaling also represents
how the clubs have taken for granted the economic loyalty and sacrifice of their fans:
If @LFC go ahead with this so called ‘Super League’ I will BURN all of my
Liverpool tops and spend my hard earned [sic] money on something with more
meaning and integrity. 65

In Figure 11, we see the types of interactions between fans that make Twitter such a
valuable platform for observing the way that fans signal to each other. The original poster,
@White_Yardie, is negotiating with the news, and asks his club (Arsenal) for superstar players (as
an implicit form of compensation); the replier informs him “anyone that watches that is guilty of
allowing the death of football” and that they, as a real “Arsenal Fan [will] burn every shirt, ticket

65

Jordan Hayward (@JordanLHayward), Twitter Post, Twitter, April 19, 2021, 4:19 AM.
https://twitter.com/JordanLHayward/status/1384074210390147073?s=20
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stub and memory.”66 This virtue signaling (fake fan vs real fan) directly speaks to the results of
the Survey. When asked on Q.38 if they consider there is an important distinction between fans
(real vs “plastic”), fans said “yes” by 63.55%. The boundaries of what makes a good fan are clearly
fuzzy and personally defined, but even the original poster was negotiating his fanaticism in an
earlier tweet, saying he couldn’t believe Arsenal had joined the ESL and that he will “start
[supporting] Palace or West Ham.”67 This last one is a huge statement, as both Crystal Palace and
West Ham are London clubs, and thus are rivals to Arsenal. The same type of “coat-switching”
exclamations were everywhere on the platform on April 18th, with Manchester United supporters
dramatically announcing they would support Leeds, with whom they have had a rivalry since the
early 1900s or Real Madrid and Barcelona fans seeking comfort in other Spanish clubs. Some rival
accounts who interact frequently started to question each other as well, saying things like “imagine
a City fan talking about ‘loving the beautiful game’ as if they didn’t literally spoil it.”68
Although reactions like these may seem extreme, they are no less real or understandable.
As discussed earlier, fans develop important relationships with their clubs and their players, even
if they are one-sided: they make Tifos69 for matches, they write songs (“If he scores another few
// then I’ll be Muslim too” is a notable lyric LFC fans have written about a player) and pledge their
loyalties eternally. Seeing their owners go against them makes them question, as one Liverpool
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WYardie (@White_Yardie), Twitter Post, Twitter, April 18, 2021, 3:23 PM.
https://twitter.com/White_Yardie/status/1383878848270401537.
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Wyardie (@White_Yardie), Twitter Post, Twitter, April 19, 2021, 7:52 AM.
https://twitter.com/White_Yardie/status/1384127662357053455?s=20.
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User (@thy_CREAT0R), Twitter Post, Twitter, April 18, 2021, 5:59 PM.
https://twitter.com/thy_CREAT0R/status/1383918045345697796?s=20.
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Tifos refer to huge fan-made posters at stadiums.
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Fan asks, “does [my owner] not identify with [my club] at all?” 70 It makes supporting
uncomfortable, as it already was for some City fans under the Abu Dhabi United Group takeover.
For some, it was the last straw: “Lived it. Loved it. Farewell beautiful game.”71
Other fans, however, point that that his phenomenon is nothing new: clubs have already
abandoned their fans’ wishes, and almost-monopolistic leagues already exist (the Premier League
itself is exceptionally hard to crack into if a club doesn’t have the funds). Curva Sud, the A.C.
Milan ultras,72 released a communiqué which read:
“Honestly, it makes us laugh to see all those people in the control room of
football suddenly claim we fans are first and foremost. The Super League
is just the latest in a long line of innumerable manoeuvres over decades
that has made football into a business.73”
Curva Sud goes on to claim that “Football did belong to the people until the 1990s,” when
Leagues like the modern Champions League and the Premier League were created in search of
lucrative television deals, or until “nobody lifted a finger to stop the increase of ticket prices that
was imposed by some Presidents.” This harkens back to the conversation in the survey on whether
the “game” was more “beautiful” in previous years, with many fans saying no: nostalgia for a
“better” time is entirely subjective and oftentimes warped by decisions like the Super League.
70

A (@clynesteiger), Twitter Post, Twitter, April 21, 2021.
https://twitter.com/clynesteiger/status/1384764729248292865
71

Luis (@LuZnaZ) Twitter Post. Twitter, April 18, 2021.
https://twitter.com/luZnaZ/status/1383906465715421184?s=20.
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A Football Ultra is the most dedicated fan of a club and participates exclusively in spaces
with other Ultras.
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Oliver Fisher, “Curva Sud Hit out at 'Hypocrisy' in Football during Emotive Super League
Statement: ‘PIGS!’,” Yardbarker, April 21, 2021.
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There is a possibility that, now that the Super League has died, angry fans go back to their statusquo of supporting their club. Even if fandoms do not realign, we can observe how fandoms interact
with each other differently; in fact, we already are. Chelsea fans (whose club backed out of the
now-defunct European Super League after the backlash) threw smoke bombs at the Real Madrid’s
player’s bus during their Champions League meetup, for example.74
It is impossible to know if the fans who burnt their shirts, pledged to move clubs, or who were
irreversibly betrayed by their club’s decisions still protest now that the European Super League
has been cancelled. It is impossible to know whether those same fans would have kept their word
had the competition gone on. It is possible, however, to observe the reactions to the hurt, and think
about how different facets of a powerful identity can be damaged to the point of believing that this
identity can, or even should, be abandoned to preserve some shred of dignity. Both these reactions
and the survey research show signs that throwing money at a club, getting glitzy players, and even
achieving sporting success is simply not enough. Excitement, competition, passion, and love
cannot be fabricated, and they are the sole reason why those gigantic clubs got massive in the first
place.

74

Oli Gamp, “'Florentino Perez, you're a c***': Chelsea fans jeer Real Madrid chief after the
Super League supremo arrived for Champions League clash at Stamford Bridge as supporters
mock his failed breakaway tournament,” MailOnline, May 5, 2021.
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APPENDIX: SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESPONSE CODE
Q2: Choose your club.
•
•
•

Liverpool
Manchester City
Other

Q3: Where are you from?
• Liverpool City Region/Greater Merseyside
• Manchester
• England
• Wales/Scotland/North Ireland
• Europe
• North or South America
• Africa
• Asia
• Oceania
Q4: What is your age range?
• 18-24
• 25-34
• 35-44
• 45-54
• 55-64
• 65+
Q5: What is your gender identity?
•
•
•
•

I identify as a man
I identify as a woman
I identify as non-binary
prefer not to say

Q6: Why did you start supporting Liverpool Football Club? (Check all that apply)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I was born in Liverpool/Merseyside
My parent was also a Liverpool supporter
My schoolmates/friends were Liverpool supporters
I fell in love with a specific player (eg. Steven Gerrard, Torres)
The Miracle of Istanbul (UCL Comeback)
Liked their style of play/success after Jurgen Klopp took over
I like their History/Values
Other (please specify)

Q7: Rank the following values a club can have in order of importance to you personally.
•
•
•
•
•
•

History (its foundation, etc)
Connection with the community
Success domestically
Success in Europe or Globally
The relationship with its fans (YNWA, the Kop, Anfield is “special”)
International appeal/reach

Q8: If you are from the Liverpool Area, which of these terms do you identify more with?
Scouse (0)

BOTH (50)

English (100)

Q9: Would you prefer Liverpool win a sextuple or your country win a World Cup?
1. Liverpool win sextuple (UCL, EPL, FA Cup, League Cup, Supercup, Club World Cup)
2. Country wins a World Cup
LIVERPOOL PT 2
Q10: Do you believe a person should “support [their] local”?
•
•
•
•

Yes, only people who can experience the club firsthand are true fans
Kind of, the bond with the club is more special if you’re from the community
No, but there are some “plastic” fans that jumped on board recently
No, as long as you love the club, you are a Red

Q11: What 3 qualities makes a fan loyal to their club?
•
•
•
•

Having been a fan for the majority of their life
Supporting the club in whatever way they can (TV, Live, Radio)
Going to the stadium frequently
Being there for the “tough” times
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•
•

Not having jumped in when the club got successful
Being from the same city as the club.

Q12: How much do you like Liverpool under FSG (Fenway Sports Group)?
1 (Do not like FSG’s management)

5

10 (Great ownership)

Q13: How do you feel about Manchester City? (Check all that apply)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They play good, attractive football and their growth is impressive
Their financial ability is unfair
They’re a new club — “no history”
I would like LFC to invest in players like City have
I wouldn’t like LFC to spend like City have
I admire the takeover by Sheikh Mansour
I do not like that City is owned by Sheikh Mansour
They have “Plastic” Fans
I like them better than Manchester United
They’re bigger rivals than Manchester United to me

Q14: How would you describe rivalries (Everton, City, United, etc)?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banterous
Passionate
Hateful
Bitter
War-like
Just for fun

Q15: Choose one of these answers based on your preference:
1. Liverpool play well, maintain their wage bill, keep players like Trent and Curtis, they
open up more seats to the public at lower prices, but are only occasionally successful
during the next 10 years (another League title, an FA cup or two, some UCL success)
2. Liverpool start partnering with more foreign brands (such as a Chinese brand, Emirates,
etc) and are able to afford superstars (such as Mbappé or Haaland), lose youth rotation
but are consistently successful during the next 10 years (4-6 Leagues, 2 UCLs, 4 FA
Cups)
Q16: Do you think “The Beautiful Game” used to be better/more enjoyable when you were
younger?
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•
•

Yes
No

Q17: Why or why not?
Q18: What did you choose in the Brexit vote?
•
•
•
•
•

Leave
Remain
Didn’t vote
Didn’t vote, I’m not from the UK
I prefer not to answer

Q19: Has the COVID-19 pandemic affected your interest in club football?
•
•
•
•
•

No, I have kept up with Liverpool, the Premier League, and other competitions just about
the same
Not much, but I have focused my attentions much more on just Liverpool
Yes, I have stopped watching certain competitions/have started to prioritize my
viewership
Yes, I feel like I have lost quite a bit of interest in the sport but I still watch important
matches.
Yes, I don’t watch/keep up with most matches.

Q20: Because of the pandemic, stadium attendance has been reduced drastically. Do you think
the lack of fan atmosphere has hurt enjoyment of the sport?
•
•

Yes
No
Please explain your answer.

MANCHESTER CITY
Q21: When did you start supporting City?
•
•
•

Pre-2008
2008-2012
After 2012

Q22: How did you start supporting City?
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•
•
•
•
•
•

My parent/guardian also supports them
My friends at school supported City as well
I am from Manchester and didn’t support United
Fell in love with a specific player
I was very attracted to Pep Guardiola at City
I was very impressed by their recent success

Q23: Did City’s relegation troubles affect your support/interest in the team?
•
•
•
•
•

Doesn’t apply/was not a fan back then
My support and interest went down a lot
My support and interest went down a little
My support and interest remained unchanged
My support and interest was higher

Q24: Which stadium holds more emotional/personal value to you?
•
•

Maine Road
The Etihad

Q25: Sheikh Mansour (owner of Manchester City) is both a member of the royal family of the
United Arab Emirates and the deputy Prime Minister of the country. Organizations such as
Human Rights Watch have found the UAE to be in violation of human rights in many areas, such
as Freedom of Expression and Free Trial. Has this affected your attachment toward Manchester
City?
•
•
•
•
•

Yes, very uncomfortable. It is almost impossible to support City.
Yes, uncomfortable, supporting City is hard but I still do.
Somewhat uncomfortable, but I put it aside when City play.
Football and politics should not mix
City is much more important to me personally than what happens in a foreign country
MANCHESTER CITY PT 2

Q26: What, for you, is what makes Manchester City special? (Core values, style of play, success,
etc)
Q27: What 3 qualities makes a fan loyal to their club?
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Having been a fan for the majority of their life
Supporting the club in whatever way they can (TV, Live, Radio)
Going to the stadium frequently
Been there for the “tough” times
Not having jumped in when the club got successful
Being from the same city as the club

Q28: Some say City has some “Plastic” fans, or that their “loyal” fans get overshadowed: what
do you think (check all that apply)?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes, City has the most “Plastic” fans in the EPL and I don’t like it, they take away from
more loyal fans’ experience
Yes, City has “Plastic” fans but it doesn’t make a big difference to more loyal fans
City’s “Plastic” fans have aided the club in their success
City’s “Plastic” fans have made stadium-going more inaccessible for “loyal” fans
Any City fan is still a City fan, regardless of how long they have been a fan/where they
are from
No, a lot of clubs have “Plastic” fans as well, maybe even more than CIty.
No, City does not have “Plastic” fans.

Q29: Choose one of these answers based on your preference:
1. City continue on this current road to success, and even go further: more foreign brands
partner with City, giving the club more purchasing power, and they make a couple bigticket transfers like Messi and Sergio Ramos to secure their first Champions League
trophy. Stadium tickets, however, become much more expensive as many go to sponsors
or become corporate tickets, and become much more inaccessible to Citizens.
2. City continue to do well, but are still shy of that Champions League trophy. They hire a
young manager to overhaul the club and focus on youth and sustainable spending,
implementing a particular City identity both in and out of the field. Stadium tickets
become much more accessible to locals, but City have less spending power.
Q30: What did you choose in the Brexit vote?
•
•
•
•
•

Leave
Remain
Didn’t vote
Didn’t vote, I’m not from the UK
I prefer not to answer

Q31: Has the COVID-19 pandemic affected your interest in club football?
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•
•
•
•
•

No, I have kept up with City, the Premier League, and other competitions just about the
same
Not much, but I have focused my attentions much more on just City
Yes, I have stopped watching certain competitions/have started to prioritize my
viewership
Yes, I feel like I have lost quite a bit of interest in the sport but I still watch important
matches
Yes, I don’t watch/keep up with most matches

Q32: Because of the pandemic, stadium attendance has been reduced drastically. Do you think
the lack of fan atmosphere has hurt enjoyment of the sport?
•
•

Yes
No
Please explain your answer.

FANS OF OTHER CLUBS
Q33: What club do you support?
Q34: What qualities do you look for in your club/did you look for to start supporting your club?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Family member also supports them
Friends support them
Club with history
Ties to my city
Fell in love with a player
Recent success (FA Cup, Premier League, UCL, UEL)
I like their fighting spirit
They’re underdogs
The club is growing (financially, in success, etc)

Q35: What top Premier League club do you admire most apart from your own?
Q36: Briefly, what do you admire about the club?
FANS OF OTHER CLUBS PT 2
Q37: Rank these clubs in order of how many “plastic” fans you think they have.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Tottenham
Manchester United
Liverpool
Manchester City
Arsenal
Chelsea

Q38: Do you consider there is an important distinction between types of fans? For example, “real
fans” versus “plastics”?
•
•

Yes
No

Q39: Explain your answer briefly.
Q40: Do you feel that “The Game” has become too financially focused? (Or, less focused on the
people, more on the business and revenue?)
•
•
•
•

Yes, but I don’t think it’s a bad thing
Yes, and we should do something to fix it
No, it’s a good thing this much investment is flowing into the sport
No, it still belongs to the fans and the players more than anything.

Q41: How do you feel about clubs like Manchester City and Paris Saint-Germain essentially
being bought by foreign countries/governments?
•
•
•
•
•
•

I don’t mind it, as long as they behave fairly on the transfer market/in competitions.
I don’t mind it, there is nothing wrong with it.
I am slightly uncomfortable, and I don’t know why.
I am slightly uncomfortable, and it’s because I don’t like a foreign government having
say in my league
I don’t like it, because it creates unfair financial opportunities for these clubs.
I don’t like it, because I don’t like these governments to get involved so heavily in my
league/my country.

Q42: What did you choose in the Brexit vote?
• Leave
• Remain
• Didn’t vote
• Didn’t vote, I’m not from the UK
• I prefer not to answer
Q43: Has the COVID-19 pandemic affected your interest in club football?
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•
•
•
•
•

No, I have kept up with my club, the Premier League and other competitions just about
the same
Not much, but I have focused my attentions much more on just my club.
Yes, I have stopped watching certain competitions/have started to prioritize my
viewership
Yes, I feel like I have lost quite a bit of interest in the sport but I still watch important
matches.
Yes, I don’t watch/keep up with most matches.

Q44: Because of the pandemic, stadium attendance has been reduced drastically. Do you think
the lack of fan atmosphere has hurt enjoyment of the sport?
•
•

Yes
No
Please explain your answer.

